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        WARNING!
It is hazardous for anyone other than authorized service personnel to carry out servicing
or repairs which involves the removal of covers. To avoid the risk of an electric shock do not
attempt to repair this appliance yourself.

        WARNING!
Risk of fire / flammable materials.

Safety Tips
- Do not use electrical appliances such as a hair dryer or heater to defrost your Freezer.
- Containers with flammable gases or liquids can leak at low temperatures.
- Do not store any containers with flammable materials, such as spray cans, fire extinguisher
   refill cartridges etc. in the Freezer. 
- Do not place carbonated drinks in the Freezer compartment. 
- Do not remove items from the - Do not remove items from the Freezer compartment if your hands are damp/wet, as this could
   cause skin abrasions or “Frost/Freezer burns”. Bottles and cans must not be placed in the
   Freezer compartment as they can burst when the contents freeze. 
- Manufacturer’s recommended storage times should be adhered to. Refer to relevant instructions.
- Do not allow children to tamper with the controls or play with the Refrigerator. The Refrigerator
   is heavy. Care should be taken when moving it. It is dangerous to alter the specification or
   attempt to modify this product in any way. 
- Do not store inflammable gases or liquids inside your - Do not store inflammable gases or liquids inside your Freezer. 
- If the power cable is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent, or
   similarly qualified persons to avoid a hazard.
- This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory
   or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision
   or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety. 
- This appliance is intended to be used in household and similar applications such as
    - staff kitchen areas in shops, offices and other working environments;    - staff kitchen areas in shops, offices and other working environments;
    - farm houses and by clients in hotels, motels and other residential type environments;
    - bed and breakfast type environments;
    - catering and similar non-retail applications. 
- Keep ventilation openings, in the appliance enclosure or in the built-in structure, clear of obstruction.
- Do not use mechanical devices or other means to accelerate the defrosting process, other than
   those recommended by the manufacturer.
- Do not damage the refrigerant circuit.- Do not damage the refrigerant circuit.
- Do not use electrical appliances inside the food storage compartments of the appliance, unless
   they are of type recommended by the manufacturer.
- Do not store explosive substances such as aerosol cans with a flammable propellant in
   this appliance.
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        WARNING!
This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) or lack of experience
and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the
appliance by a person responsible for their safety. Children should be supervised to ensure
that they do not play with the appliance.

– WARNING: Unpack and check through the appliance. Should any damage be evident, don’t plug
   in the appliance but contact the store immediately from which you purchased it. Keep all packing
   materials in this case.

– WARNING: We recommend that you wait for 4 hours before connecting the appliance to allow
   the refrigerant to flow back into the compressor.

– WARNING: Keep ventilation openings, in the appliance enclosure or in the built-in structure, clear
   of obstruction.   of obstruction.

– WARNING: Do not use mechanical devices or other means to accelerate the defrosting process,
   other than those recommended by the manufacturer.

– WARNING: Do not damage the refrigerant circuit.

– WARNING: Do not use electrical appliances inside the food storage compartments of the appliance,
   unless they are of the type recommended by the manufacturer.

– WARNING: Refrigerating appliances – in particular a refrigerator-freezer – might not operate
   consistently (possibility of defrosting of contents or temperature becoming too warm in the frozen   consistently (possibility of defrosting of contents or temperature becoming too warm in the frozen
   food compartment) when sited for an extended period of time below the cold end of the range of
   temperatures for which the refrigerating appliance is designed.

– WARNING: The refrigerant used in your appliance and insulation materials requires special disposal.

– WARNING: When positioning the appliance, ensure the supply cord is not trapped or damaged.

– WARNING: Do not locate multiple portable socket-outlets or portable power supplies at the rear
   of the appliance.

  

To avoid contamination of food, please observe the following instructions:

– Opening the door for long periods can cause a significant increase of the temperature in the 
   compartments of the appliance.

– Clean regularly surfaces that can come in contact with food and accessible drainage systems.

– Store raw meat and fish in suitable containers in the refrigerator, so that it is not in contact with or 
   drip onto other food.

– – Two-star frozen-food compartments are suitable for storing pre-frozen food, storing, or making
   ice-cream and making ice cubes.

– If the refrigerating appliance is left empty for long periods, switch off, defrost, clean, dry, and
   leave the door open to prevent mould developing within the appliance.
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Child Safety
DANGER: Risk of child entrapment. Before you throw away your old appliance:

• Take off the doors
• Leave the shelves in place so that children may not easily climb inside.

Freon-Free
The freon-free refrigerant (R600a) and the foaming insulation material (cyclopentane) are
environmentally friendly, causing no damage to the ozone layer and have a very small impact
on the global warming. R600a is flammable, and sealed in a refrigeration system, without
leakage during normal use. In case of refrigerant leakage due to the refrigerant circuit being
damaged, be sure to keep the appliance away from open flames and open the windows for
ventilation as quickly as possible.ventilation as quickly as possible.

Electrical Connection

WARNING!

Improper use of the grounded plug can result in the risk of electrical shock. If the power cord
is damaged, have it replaced by an authorized service center.

This refrigerator should be properly grounded for your safety.  The power cord of this
refrigerator is equipped with a three-prong plug which mates with standard three prong
wall outlets to minimize the possibility of electrical shock.

Do not, under any circumstances, cut or remove the third ground prong from the power
cord supplied.cord supplied.

This refrigerator requires a standard 115V A.C. ~/60Hz electrical outlet with three-prong
ground.

This refrigerator is not designed to be used with an inverter.

The cord should be secured behind the refrigerator and not left exposed or dangling to 
prevent accidental injury.

Never unplug the refrigerator by pulling the power cord.  Always grip the plug firmly and
pull straight out from the receptacle.pull straight out from the receptacle.

Do not use an extension cord with this appliance. If the power cord is too short, have
a qualified electrician or service technician install an outlet near the appliance.  Use of an
extension cord can negatively affect the performance of the unit.
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Installation RequirementsInstallation Requirements

Installation Location
When selecting a position for your Refrigerator you should make sure the floor is flat
and firm, and the room is well ventilated. Avoid locating your Refrigerator near a heat
source, e.g. cooker, boiler, or radiator.  Also avoid direct sunlight in out-buildings or sun
lounges. If you are placing your Refrigerator in an out-building such as a garage or
annex ensure that the Refrigerator is placed above the damp floor, otherwise
condensation will occur on the Refrigerator cabinet. 

Installation Location
When selecting a position for your Refrigerator you should make sure the floor is flat
and firm, and the room is well ventilated. Avoid locating your Refrigerator near a heat
source, e.g. cooker, boiler, or radiator.  Also avoid direct sunlight in out-buildings or sun
lounges. If you are placing your Refrigerator in an out-building such as a garage or
annex ensure that the Refrigerator is placed above the damp floor, otherwise
condensation will occur on the Refrigerator cabinet. condensation will occur on the Refrigerator cabinet. 

Never place the Refrigerator in a wall recess or into fitted cabinets or furniture. When your
Refrigerator is working, the grille at the back may become hot and the sides warm. Therefore,
the back part of the refrigerator / freezer must be installed at least 75mm of free space, both
sides and top should be left with more than 100mm.

Do not drape the Refrigerator with any covering.

condensation will occur on the Refrigerator cabinet. 

Never place the Refrigerator in a wall recess or into fitted cabinets or furniture. When your
Refrigerator is working, the grille at the back may become hot and the sides warm. Therefore,
the back part of the refrigerator / freezer must be installed at least 75mm of free space, both
sides and top should be left with more than 100mm.

Do not drape the Refrigerator with any covering.

Leveling the Refrigerator
If the Refrigerator is not level, the door and magnetic seal
alignment will be affected and may cause your Refrigerator
to work incorrectly. Once the Refrigerator is placed in its final
location, adjust the leveling feet at the front by
rotating them. 
T

Leveling the Refrigerator
If the Refrigerator is not level, the door and magnetic seal
alignment will be affected and may cause your Refrigerator
to work incorrectly. Once the Refrigerator is placed in its final
location, adjust the leveling feet at the front by
rotating them. 
TTo allow the doors to self-close, tilt the top back
by 10-15mm.
To allow the doors to self-close, tilt the top back
by 10-15mm.

Door Removal
In case your home access door is too narrow for the refrigerator to pass through, remove
the refrigerator doors and drawers. See page 24.
If you do not need to remove the appliance doors, proceed to ‘Installing Water Lines’ 
on page 27. If you need to remove the doors, continue below.

Door Removal
In case your home access door is too narrow for the refrigerator to pass through, remove
the refrigerator doors and drawers. See page 24.
If you do not need to remove the appliance doors, proceed to ‘Installing Water Lines’ 
on page 27. If you need to remove the doors, continue below.



Installation Requirements (con't)

Cleaning Before Use 

Wipe the inside of the freezer with a solution of mild detergent and water. Then rinse 
with warm water using a damp sponge or cloth. Wash the baskets and shelves in warm, 
soapy water and dry completely before replacing in the freezer. The external parts of 
the freezer can be cleaned with wax polish. 

Before Switching On! 

LET YOUR REFRIGERATOR STAND UPRGIHT FOR APPROXIMATELY FOUR HOURS 
BEFORE CONNECTING TO POWER. 

The coolant fluid needs time to settle. If the appliance is switched off at any time, wait 
30 minutes before switching back on to allow the coolant fluid to settle. 

Door/Drawer Handle Installation 

YOUR SUPERIORE FRIDGE MOD F_36FFS_ DOES NOT COME 
WITH HANDLES, THAT MUST BE PURCHASED AS SEPARATE 
KIT FROM YOUR DEALER. BELOW A GENERAL EXPLANATION 
ON HOW TO INSTALL THE HANDLES.

1 . Place one of the Handles 
over the two Pins on one 
of the doors. Secure in 
place by tightening the 
Set Screws with the 
supplied Allen Wrench. 

2. Repeat the process with
the other two Handles.

NOTE: The Handles should 
be positioned so the Set 
Screws are located toward 
the inside of the doors and 
the bottom of the drawer. 

Before Filling Your Freezer 

Before storing foods in your freezer, turn the freezer on and wait 24 hours to make 
sure it is working properly and to allow the freezer to reach the desired temperature. 
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NOTE!
• Due to unceasing modification of our products, your refrigerator may be slightly different
from this instruction manual, but its functions and using methods remain the same.
• To get the best energy efficiency of this product, please place all shelves, drawers and
baskets on their original position as per the illustration above.

NOTE!
• Due to unceasing modification of our products, your refrigerator may be slightly different
from this instruction manual, but its functions and using methods remain the same.
• To get the best energy efficiency of this product, please place all shelves, drawers and
baskets on their original position as per the illustration above.

IntroductionIntroduction

General Description of Refrigerator General Description of Refrigerator 
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Display Controls

When the appliance is powered on for the first time, the backlighting of the icons on the
display panel will light up immediately. If no buttons have been touched or the doors are closed,
the backlighting will turn off after 60seconds.
The control panel consists of two areas about temperature, and one area about different modes.
Caution!
When you set a temperature, you set an average temperature for the whole refrigerator cabinet.
TTemperatures inside each compartment may vary from the temperatures displayed on the panel,
depending on how much food you store and where you place it. High or low room temperature
may also affect the actual temperature inside the appliance.

Ice Control (Only applicable for models with ice maker)
            This button controls the ice maker. You can touch the "Ice On/Off" button to control the
            ice maker. When the "Ice On/Off" function light is on, the ice maker is working. If you want
            to lock the ice maker, touch the "Ice On/Off" button again until the button light is off.

Fridge Temperature Control
            Press the Fridge button to turn on the refrigerator temperature control, then press and
            hold the Fridge button to select a temperature setting. If you have set the temperature
            type to Fahrenheit, the temperature settings cycle from 47°F to 35°F in one degree
increments.

If you have set the temperature type to Celsius, the temperature settings cycle from 2°C to 8°C
in one degree increments.

Super Cool
            If you want to increase the cooling accelerator to cool products in Fridge, please touch
            this button. The super cool icon “   ” will be illuminated, and the fridge temperature
            setting displays at 35°F.
Super cool automatically switches off after 3 hours, and the refrigerator temperature setting will
revert back to the previous setting.
When super cool function is on, you can touch the "Super Cool" button again to switch it off.
The fridge will not retain the Super Cool function when powered ofThe fridge will not retain the Super Cool function when powered off.

Your product has one control panel which is installed on the top cover, it may be different
depending on the model. Use your appliance according to the following control guidelines.
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Freezer Temperature Control
            Press the Freezer button to turn on the freezer temperature control, then press and hold
            the Freezer button to select a temperature setting. If you have set the temperature type
            to Fahrenheit, the temperature settings cycle from 6°F to -12°F in one degree increments.          

If you have set the temperature type to Celsius, the temperature settings cycle from -14°C
and -24°C in one degree increments.

Super Freeze
            If you want to increase the freezing accelerator in Freezer, please touch this button, the
            super freeze icon “   ” will be illuminated, the fridge
            temperature setting displays -12°F.
Super Freeze can quickly lower the temperature and freeze your food faster than usual. This
can retain more of the vitamins and nutrients in fresh food and keep your food longer.
The super freeze mode allows you to freeze items inside with maximum speed. We recommend
that you let the appliance operate for 6 hours first. Super that you let the appliance operate for 6 hours first. Super Freeze automatically switches off after
52 hours, and the freezer temperature setting will revert back to the previous setting.
When the Super Freeze function is on, you can touch the “Super Freeze”button again to
switch off. If power cutoff happens while super freeze is activated, the super freeze will not be
reactivated after power resupplied.
Note:
• If you want to exchange the "°F" to "°C", please press and hold the "Super Cool" and
   "Energy Saving” buttons for 3 seconds.   "Energy Saving” buttons for 3 seconds.

Water Filter (Only applicable for models with ice maker)
            In general, you should change the water filter every 6 months to ensure the highest
            possible water quality.
            After the refrigerator has dispensed about 300 gallons of water, the filter icon        will
blink, reminding you to replace the water filter.
Purchase a new water filter. Before that, please check that the new filter is the same filter type
that came with your refrigerator and can be correctly used in your refrigerator.
After you change a new water filteAfter you change a new water filter, push and hold the "Ice On/Off" and "Super Freeze" buttons
for 3 seconds to make the blinking stop. When you replace the water filter, some water may leak
from the filter and lines. Please let the water flow in a pan and wipe up any leakage that may
have occurred.

Energy Saving
            You can touch this button to turn Energy Saving mode on and off. When you turn Energy
            Saving on, the Energy Saving icon “   ” lights up.
            The temperature of the fridge is automatically switched to 42°F and the freezer to 2°F.If
Energy Saving is off, the icon “   ” will go off and the temperature setting will revert back to the
previous setting.
Note:
•• The control panel will light up when the refrigerator door is open, or you touch any button.
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Energy Saving (con’t)
Note: (con’t)
• The light will go off without touching any buttons or the doors have been closed over one
  minute.
• When the refrigerator is powered on, all the icons of the control panel will light up for 3 seconds,
   and a buzzer sounds. And the temperature setting reverts back to the previous setting.

Power on/off (Only applicable for models without ice maker)
            You can switch on or switch off your appliance by pressing this button.

Alarm
• When fridge or freezer door has been opened for over 2 minutes, door alarm will sound.
   In case of door alarm, buzzer will sound 3 times every 1 minute and will stop alarming
   automatically after 8 minutes.
• To save energy, please avoid keeping the door open for a long time when using the appliance.
  The door alarm can also be cleared by closing the door.

Using your Appliance
This section tells you how to use most of the useful features. We recommend that you read
through them carefully before using the appliance. It may be different depending on the model

1. Using your refrigerator compartment
The refrigerator compartment is suitable for storage of vegetables and fruit. Food inside should
be packed to store in order to avoid losing moisture or flavor permeating into other foods.
Caution!
When you set a temperature, you set an average temperature for the whole refrigerator cabinet.
Temperatures inside each compartment may vary from the temperatures displayed on the panel,
depending on how much food you store and where you place it. High or low room temperature
may also affect the actual temperature inside the appliance.

Glass shelves and Door racks
The refrigerator compartment is provided with several glass shelves and several different door
racks, which are suitable for the storage of eggs, canned liquid, bottled drinks and packed food.
They can be placed a different heights according to your need. Do not place too many heavy
things in racks. Before you lift up the door shelf vertically, please take the food out.

12



Glass shelves and Door racks (con’t)
Note:
All the door racks and shelves can be taken out to be cleaned. 
When you remove the shelves, gently pull them forward until the shelf comes clear of the
shelf guides.
When you return the shelves, make sure there is no obstacle behind and gently push the shelf
back into the position.

Drawers
These are suitable for storage of fruits and vegetables – and it can be taken out to be cleaned.
To take them out, open the door to the final location first. Then pull out the drawer and tilt up the
front of the crisper after moving slightly in the direction.

2. Using the dispenser to get cold water (Only applicable for models with
water dispenser)

The water dispenser is located behind the left refrigerator door. Move your glass down the
dispenser lever in the suggested position and press it.
Note:
• Don't push the dispenser lever forward without a glass, it may
   cause the water to leak from the dispenser.
• Do not immediately removing your cup or glass from the dispenser
   after dispensing your wate   after dispensing your water. You should wait for 2 or 3 seconds to
   prevent spills.
• Dispenser does not work when door is not closed.
• Run water frequently to maintain a cold temperature. When you first
   use this function, the water may not cold enough. Wait for a short
   time to ensure the appropriate temperature.

Water clouding phenomenon
All water provided to the refrigerator flows through the filter which is an alkaline water filter. In
the filtering process, the pressure of the water that has flowed out of the filter is increased, and
the water becomes saturated with oxygen and nitrogen. When this water flows out into the air,
the pressure plummets and the oxygen and nitrogen get supersaturated, which results in gas
bubbles. The water may temporarily look misty or cloudy due to these oxygen bubbles. After a
few seconds, the water will look clear.

3. Using the freezer compartment
The freezer compartment is provided with an upper drawer, a lower drawer and a ice box
(optional). To remove all of them, refer to page 7 for disassembly instruction.

Using your Appliance (con’t)
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Using your Appliance (con’t)

Automatic Icemaker (Only applicable for models with ice maker)
Automatic Ice maker can make ice automatic。
Note:
• When the ice maker dumps ice into the ice box, any sounds
   you hear are part of normal operation.
• If you do not dispense ice for a long periods of time, Ice may
   clump in the Ice box. If this occurs, please remove all the ice
   and empty the box   and empty the box
• If you are going on a long vacation or business trip and won’t be using the water
   dispenser or ice maker part for period of time, please close the water supply to
   prevent leaks.
• Do not use the first batch of ice made by the ice maker.
• Do not store liquid cans in ice box, bursting may occur.

14



Cleaning and care

For hygienic reasons the appliance (including exterior and interior accessories) should be
cleaned regularly at least every two months.
Caution!
The appliance must not be plugged in during cleaning. Danger of electrical shock!
Before cleaning switch the appliance off and remove the plug from the mains socket.

Exterior cleaning
To maintain good appearance of your appliance, you should clean it regularly.
• Spray water onto the cleaning cloth instead of spraying directly on the
   surface of the appliance. This helps ensure an even distribution of moisture
   to the surface.
• Clean the doors, handles and cabinet surfaces with a mild detergent and
   then wiped dry with a soft cloth.
Caution!
• Don’t use sharp objects as they are likely to scratch the surface.
• Don’t use Thinner, Car detergent, Clorox, ethereal oil, abrasive cleansers
   or organic solvent such as Benzene for cleaning. They may damage the
   surface of the appliance and may cause fire.

Interior cleaning
You should clean the appliance interior regularly. It will be easier to clean when food stocks
are low. Wipe the inside of the refrigerator freezer with a weak solution of bicarbonate of soda,
and then rinse with warm water using a damp sponge or cloth. Wipe completely dry before
replacing the shelves and baskets. Thoroughly dry all surfaces and removable parts before
putting them back into place.
Although this appliance automatically defrosts, a layer of
frost may occur on the freezer compartment’s interior wallsfrost may occur on the freezer compartment’s interior walls
if the freezer door is opened frequently or kept open too
long. If the frost is too thick, choose a time when the freezer
is nearly empty and proceed as follow:
1. Remove existing food and accessories baskets, unplug
     the appliance from the mains power and leave the doors
     open. Ventilate the room thoroughly to accelerate
     the process.     the process.
2. When defrosting is completed, clean your freezer as
     described above.
Warning!
Do not use sharp objects to remove frost from the freezer
compartment. Only after the interior is completely dry should the
appliance be switched back on and plugged back into the
mains socket.
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Cleaning and care (con’t)

Door Seals
Take care to keep door seals clean. Sticky food and drinks can
cause seals to stick to the cabinet and tear when you open the
door. Wash seal with a mild detergent and warm water. Rinse
and dry it thoroughly after cleaning.
Caution!
Only after the door seals are completely dry should the appliance
be powered on.

Replacing the LED light

Warning!
The LED light must be replaced by a competent person. If the LED light is damaged,
follow the steps below:
1. Unplug the refrigerator from the electrical outlet.
2. Locate the LED light on the inside of the refrigerator.
3. Remove the light cover. Insert a tool (tweezers or a screwdriver) along the side
     opening of the LED light cove     opening of the LED light cover. Pop open the side over the cover, grasp the exposed
     side and gently pull towards you to remove the item and expose the LED light.
4. Replace the new LED light.
5. Replace the light cover.
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Helpful hints and tips

Energy saving tips
We recommend that you follow the tips below to save energy.
• Try to avoid keeping the door open for long periods in order to conserve energy. Ensure the
   appliance is away from any sources of heat (Direct sunlight, electric oven or cooker etc.)
• Don‘t set the temperature colder than necessary.
• Don’t store warm food or evaporating liquid in the appliance.
• Place the appliance in a well ventilated, humidity free, room. Please refer to Installing your
   new appliance chapte   new appliance chapter.
• If the diagram shows the correct combination for the drawers, crisper and shelves, do not
   adjust the combination as this is designed to be the most energy efficient configuration.

Hints for fresh food refrigeration
• Do not place hot food directly into the refrigerator or freezer, the internal temperature will
   increase resulting in the compressor having to work harder and will consume more energy.
• Do cover or wrap the food – particularly if it has a strong flavor.
• Place food properly so that air can circulate freely around it.

Hints for refrigeration
• Meat (All Types):
      Wrap in polyethene food-wrap and place on the glass shelf above the vegetable drawer. 
      Always follow food storage times and use by dates suggested by manufacturers.
• Cooked food, cold dishes, etc.:
      They should be covered and may be placed on any shelf.
• Fruits and vegetables:
      They should be stored in the special drawer provided.      They should be stored in the special drawer provided.
• Butter and cheese:
      Should be wrapped in airtight foil or plastic film wrap.
• Milk bottles:
      Should have a lid and be stored in the door racks.

Hints for freezing
• When first starting-up or after a period out of use, let the appliance run at least 2 hours on
   the higher settings before putting food in the compartment.
• Prepare food in small portions to enable it to be rapidly and completely frozen and to make
   it possible to subsequently thaw only the quantity required.
• Wrap up the food in aluminum foil or polyethylene food wraps which are airtight,
• Do not allow fresh, unfrozen food to touch the food which is already frozen to avoid
   temperature rise of the latte   temperature rise of the latter.
• Iced products – if consumed immediately after removal from the freezer compartment – will
   probably cause frost burns to the skin.
• It is recommended to label and date each frozen package in order to keep track of
   the storage time.

17



Helpful hints and tips (con’t)

Hints for the storage of frozen food
• Ensure that frozen food has been stored correctly by the food retailer
• Once defrosted – food will deteriorate rapidly and should not be re-frozen. Do not exceed
   the storage period indicated by the food manufacturer.

Switching off your appliance
If the appliance needs to be switched off for an extended period, the following steps should
be taken prevent mould on the appliance.
1. Remove all food.
2. Remove the power plug from the main socket.
3. Clean and dry the interior thoroughly.
4. Ensure that all the doors are wedged open slightly to allow air to circulate.

18
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Troubleshooting

If you experience a problem with your appliance or are concerned that the appliance is not
functioning correctly, you can carry out some easy checks before calling for service,
please see below.
Warning! Don’t try to repair the appliance yourself. If the problem persists after you have
made the checks mentioned below, contact a qualified electrician, authorized service
engineer or the store where you purchased the product.
WWarning! A child entrapment warning statement is included in either the operating
instructions or in a use and care manual provided with each refrigerator.
DANGER: Risk of child entrapment. Before you throw away your old refrigerator or
freezer:
- Take off the doors.
- Leave the shelves in place so that children can not easily climb inside.

PROBLEM

• Appliance is not
   working correctly

• Odors from the
   compartments

• Noise from the
   appliance   appliance

POSSIBLE CAUSE & SOLUTION

• Check whether the power cord is plugged into the power
   outlet properly.

• Check the fuse or circuit of your power supply, replace if
   necessary.

• The ambient temperature is too low. Try setting the chamber
   temperature to a colder level to solve this problem.   temperature to a colder level to solve this problem.

• It is normal that the freezer is not operating during the defrost
   cycle, or for a short time after the appliance is switched on to
   protect the compressor.

• The interior may need to be cleaned

• Some food, containers or wrapping cause odours.

The sounds below are quite normal:
•• Compressor running noises.

• Air movement noise from the small fan motor in the freezer
   compartment or other compartments.

• Gurgling sound similar to water boiling.

• Popping noise during automatic defrosting.

• Clicking noise before the compressor starts.

• Clicking noise when you get the water.

•• The motor running noises when you get ice.
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Troubleshooting (con’t)

PROBLEM

• Noise from the
   appliance (con’t)

• Unusual Noises
   from the appliance

• Doors can’t be
   closed easily   closed easily

• The motor runs
   continuously

POSSIBLE CAUSE & SOLUTION

• Check whether the power cord is plugged into the power
   outlet properly.

• Check the fuse or circuit of your power supply, replace if
   necessary.

• The ambient temperature is too low. Try setting the chamber
   temperature to a colder level to solve this problem.   temperature to a colder level to solve this problem.

• It is normal that the freezer is not operating during the defrost
   cycle, or for a short time after the appliance is switched on to
   protect the compressor.

Other unusual noises are due to the reasons below and may
need you to check and take action:
• The cabinet is not level.

•• The back of appliance is touching the wall.

• Bottles or containers have fallen or are rolling.

• Check whether the top of the refrigerator is tilted back by
10-15mm to allow the doors to self-close,

• Is something inside preventing the doors from closing.

It is normal to frequently hear the sound of the motor, it will
need to run more when in following circumstances:
•• Temperature setting is set colder than necessary

• Large quantity of warm food has recently been stored within
   the appliance.

• The temperature outside the appliance is high.

• Doors are kept open too long or too often.

• After installing the appliance or it has been switched off for
   a long time.

•• Clicking noise when you get the water.

• The motor running noises when you get ice.
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Troubleshooting (con’t)

PROBLEM

• A layer of frost
   occurs in the
   compartment

• Temperature
   inside is too warm

•• Temperature
   inside is too cold

• The light is not
   working

• Hear water bubbling
   in the refrigerator

• Ice is not
   dispensing   dispensing

POSSIBLE CAUSE & SOLUTION

• Check that the air outlets are not blocked by food and ensure
   food is placed within the appliance to allow sufficient ventilation.

• Ensure that door is fully closed.

• To remove the frost, please refer to “Cleaning and Care” - pg 16.

• You may have left the doors open too long or too frequently

•• Doors are kept open by some obstacle

• Appliance is located with insufficient clearance at the sides,
   back or top

• Increase the temperature by refering to the “Display Controls”
   - pg 12.

• The LED light may be damaged. Refer to replace LED lights
   in“ Cleaning and Care” - pg 16

•• The control system has disabled the lights due to the door
   being kept open too long. Close and reopen the door to
   reactivate the lights.

This is normal. The bubbling comes from the refrigerant
coolant liquid circulating through the refrigerator.

• Did you wait for 12 hours after installation of the water supply
   line before making ice? If it is not sufficiently cool, it may take
   longer to make ice, such as when first installed.   longer to make ice, such as when first installed.

• Is the water line connected and the water supply open?

• Did you manually stop the ice making function? Make sure
   you do not set the “ice off” mode.

• Is there any ice blocked within the ice maker bucket or ice
   chute?

• Is the water pressure less than 30 psi? Install a booster pump
   to compensate for the low pressure.   to compensate for the low pressure.

• Is the freezer temperature too warm? Try setting the freezer
   temperature lower.
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Troubleshooting (con’t)

PROBLEM

• Ice is not
   dispensing (con’t)

• Water dispenser
   is not functioning

POSSIBLE CAUSE & SOLUTION

• Ice maker is not making the ice fast enough. Please wait for at
   least 90 minutes.

• Is the water line connected and the water supply open?

• Has the water line been crushed or kinked? Make sure the
   waterline is free and clear of any obstruction.

•• Is the water tank frozen because the refrigerator temperature
   is too low? Try selecting a warmer setting on the display panel.

• Check if the filter is properly installed. If it is not properly
   installed, the water dispenser may not work.

Disposal
Old appliances still have some residual value. An environmentally friendly method of
disposal will ensure that valuable raw materials can be recovered and used again.
The refrigerant used in your appliance and insulation materials requires special disposal
procedures. 
Ensure that none of the pipes on the back of the appliance are damaged prior to disposal.
Up to date information concerning options for disposing of your old appliance andUp to date information concerning options for disposing of your old appliance and
packaging from the new one can be obtained from your local council office. 

This marking indicates that this product should not be
disposed with other household wastes. To prevent possible harm
to the environment or human health from uncontrolled waste
disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse
of material resources. To return your used device, contact the
retailer where the product was purchased. They can take this
product for environmentally safe recycling.product for environmentally safe recycling.

Correct Disposal of this product



Door Removal

Tools you will need
(not provided).

Disassembling the refrigerator door
Some models may be slightly different from pict uresures. If some parts shown in the picture
cannot be found in your appliance, please ignore the relevant description.

1. With the door closed, remove the 3 screws holding
     the top cover (A) with Philips (+) screwdriver, and
     then remove the top cover with the entire-harness
     attached.

2. Take out connectors and the water coupler from
     the installation clip. Remove the two wire connectors
     (press the top of the connector (B) and separate it
     from the other one) on the left side door .To remove
     the water coupler from the hinge, twist and pull the
     clips from the coupler then remove the water line (C)
     while pressing the movable part (D) of the water     while pressing the movable part (D) of the water
     line coupler.

3. Remove the 3 screws (B) fixed on the hinges
     with a wrench ( 8 mm) and 1 ground screws
     (C) attached to the hinge with Philips (+)
     screwdriver. Remove the upper left and right
     door hinges (D).

4. Use your both hands to open the door
     more than 90°.Lift it up and take it off.

Allen Wrench

5. Remove the 4 hex head bolts
     hinges (E) with an Allen wrench
     (4 mm). Remove the lower left
     and right door hinges (F).
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Door Removal (con’t)

Re-attaching the refrigerator door
To re-attach the refrigerator doors after you have moved the appliance to its final location,
assemble the parts in reverse order.

Guide Line

Arrow

Guide Line

1. To prevent water leaks, the water line should
     be fully inserted into the center of the coupler
     until the guide lines are coincided exactly
     with the head of the movable part.

Note:
Arrow on the water line coupler should point to
the direction of the doothe direction of the door.

Clips 2. Make sure the clips are properly
     connected to the coupler.

Caution!
In case the refrigerator doors can’t be self closed, 
please make sure the door opened more than 90°
when you remove or re-attaching the
refrigerator doorsrefrigerator doors

Disassembling the freezer door
1. Pull out the freezer door and the upper freezer drawer (A) to the
     final position.
     Then take out the ice box (B) by lifting it up in the direction of
     the arrow.

2. Take out the upper
     freezer drawer (A) 
     by lifting it up from
     the rail system.

3. Remove the lower
     freezer drawer (C)
     by lifting it up.

4. Remove the 4
     screws attached
     to the supporting
     frame (D).

5. Pull out the freezer
     door and lift it up in
     the direction of the
     arrow.

Re-assembling the freezer door
To re-assemble the drawer after you moved the appliance to its final location,
assemble the parts in reverse order.
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Installing the water lines and filter
(Only applicable for models with ice maker)

A water dispenser with a filter is one of the helpful features on your new appliance.
To help promote better health, the water filter removes unwanted particles from your water.
However, it does not sterilize or destroy microorganisms. You may need to purchase a
water purifying system to do that.
In order for the ice maker to operate properly, a water line is required.
- the maximum inlet water pressure is 689KPa;
- the minimum inlet water pressure is 207K- the minimum inlet water pressure is 207KPa.
Warning:
• The water connection must be made by a qualified plumber. Operation outside the
   water pressure range may cause malfunction, severe and damaging water leaks.
• Under normal conditions, a 200cc (5.75 oz.) cup can be filled in about 10 seconds.
• If the refrigerator is installed in an area with low water pressure (below 30 psi),
   you can install a booster pump to compensate for the low pressure.

Connecting to the water supply

You will need the following tools and parts (not included)
You need to purchase several items to complete this connection. You may find these items
sold as a kit at your local hardware store.

Warning:
Make sure that you:
• Use the tubing that came with your refrigerator and the water supply installation kit.
   Do not use old tubing.
• Connect to the cold water pipe. If you connect to the hot water pipe, the purifier
   may malfunction.
• • Connect with the drinkable water only.
• Do not contaminate the water pipes during installation.

1. Shut off the main water
     supply.
2 .Using a 1/4" drill bit, drill
     a hole into the cold water 
     line, then install the saddle
     type shutoff valve.
33 . Connect the water line
     (installation kit not included)
     to the shutoff valve.

4. Turn the main water
     supply back on, then
     turn on the shutoff
     valve and flush out the
     tubing until the water
     runs clear.
Note:Note:
Initial dark discoloration
of water is normal.
5. Turn off shutoff valve.
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Installing the water lines and filter (con’t)

Connecting the water supply to filter inlet

Plastic Tubing

¼” tubing with
molded end

¼” compression
nut (1)

Copper Tubing

¼” tubing

¼” compression
nut (1)

Ferrule (2)

Stainless Tubing

¼” tubing

¼” compression
nut (1)

You need to purchase several items to complete
this connection.
You may find these items sold as a kit at your local
hardware store.
You can use plastic tubing, copper tubing, or
stainless steel tubing as the water line installation kit.

1 Connect the water supply line to
    the compression fitting (assembled
    with a 1/4" tube, included in
    refrigerator).
• If you are using copper tubing, slip
    the compression nut (not supplied)
    and ferrule (not supplied) on the    and ferrule (not supplied) on the
    copper tubing (not supplied).
• If you are using plastic tubing, insert
    the molded end (bulb) of the plastic
    tubing into the compression fitting.
Important: Do not use without the
molded end (bulb) of the plastic tubing.
• • If you are using stainless steel tubing,
   slip the compression nut on the
   copper tubing (not supplied).

2 Tighten the compression nut onto
    the compression fitting. Do not
    over-tighten the compression nut.

3. Connecting the 1/4" tube (assembled with compression nut and compression fitting)
     to water filter inlet, following these steps below.
1) Take two clips out, then pull out two stoppers of the water filter.

2) Fully insert the 1/4" tube into the inlet of the
    water filter.
3) Insert a clip in the proper position as the figure
    shown to the right and confirm that the clip holds
    the 1/4" tube firmly.                

Connecting the water filter outlet to refrigerator
A connector, two clips and a water line (1/4") are
provided with refrigerator for installation.
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Installing the water lines and filter (con’t)

Connecting the water filter outlet to refrigerator (con’t)
1. Fully insert one head of the water line (1/4") into the
     outlet of water filter.
2. Insert a clip in the proper position as the figure
     shown below and confirm that the clip holds the
     water line (1/4") firmly.
Note:
• • In order to fix the water filter at the proper position and avoid
   over bending the water line (1/4"), you should determine the distance from
   the shutoff valve to the filter mounting location previously. Then cut the
   water line (1/4”) as required length.

3. After connecting the water line 1/4"), please turn on the shutoff
     valve to flush the filter for 5 minutes before use.
Note:
• The initial dark discoloration of water is normal.
4. Connect the water line 1/4") with refrigerator by a connector. 
   1) Fully insert the other head of the water line (1/4") into the connector. 
   2)    2) Fully insert the water line of the refrigerator (at the right of the
       compressor room ) into the connector.

3) Insert two clips in the install pack as shown below,
     and then confirm that each clip holds the water
     line firmly.
Note:
• The water line must be fully inserted into the center
   of the connector to prevent water leaking.

Fixing the water filter
To fix the water filter, follow these steps below. 
1. Determine the location to mount the water filter.
Note:
• The water filter should be mounted on the wall where it is convenient to be replaced.
• Do not mount the filter onto the refrigerator! Coolant pipes might be pierced!
2. Determine the distance from the shutoff valve to the filter mounting location, and the
     distance from the filter mounting location to the refrigerato     distance from the filter mounting location to the refrigerator.

3. To avoid over bending the water line, cut the water line 1/4") as required length according
     to the determined distance previously.

4. Mount the filter holder onto the wall by using a screwdriver and attach the water filter.
Warning!
• The water filter must be held upright as shown in the figure. It is critical to connect the
   water line tube into the filter inlet and outlet correctly.
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Installing the water lines and filter (con’t)

Fixing the water filter (con’t)
4. Mount the filter holder onto the wall by using a
     screwdriver and attach the water filter.
Warning!
• The water filter must be held upright as shown in
   the figure. It is critical to connect the water line tube
   into the filter inlet and outlet correctly.
• • The water line (1/4") length should be less than 5m.
   If the water line is too long (>5m), the ice and cold
   water content may be affected due to insufficient water pressure.

5. After connecting the water supply, water filter, 
    and the refrigerator, water connecting system layout
    shows below.

Note:
• It is recommended to employ a qualified person to
   install the water system.

• • If you have to repair or disassemble the water line,
   cut off the ends of water line (1/4") to make sure you
   get a snug, leak-free connection.

Warning!
• After turning on the shutoff valve valve, makesure that there is no leakage at all connection
   points of the water lines. 
   If there is a leakage, turn off the shutoff valve immediately and tighten the connector or make
   the water lines fully inserted into the connector.
• Flush one gallon of water (approximately five minutes) through the filter before drinking or
   using the water from your refrigerato   using the water from your refrigerator.
   - To flush, press a large glass or cup against the water dispenser lever. Fill the glass, then
      empty it into the kitchen sink.
   - Repeat until you dispense about one gallon of water.

• The first time you use the water dispenser, you may hear the sound of water pushing air out
   of the water dispenser. This is normal.

• After powering on the refrigerator, let the ice maker make ice for one to two days, then throw
   out the first one or two buckets of ice to make sure that all impurities have been removed   out the first one or two buckets of ice to make sure that all impurities have been removed
   from the water lines.

• Do not pull hard on the water lines, it may damage the water system.
• The water line should not be pressed by heavy things and should not bend too much.
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Two Year Limited Warranty 
Manufacturer provides a limited warranty for each new refrigerator to be free from defects in materiai 
and workmanship for a period of 2 year from the date of purchase. Manufacturer agrees to remedy 
any such defective inside accessory components such as door panels, door shelves, racks, handles, 
casters, bins and drawers or to furnish a new unit if the unit proves to have failed, at the company's 
option, for two year from your originai date of purchase. 

In the event the unit requires replacement or refund under the terms of this limited warranty, the Buyer 
is responsible for all transportation expenses to return the unit prior to receiving a replacement unit or 
refund. A copy of the dateci sales receipt/invoice is required to receive benefits of this limited warranty. 

This limited warranty covers appliances in use within the continental Uniteci States, Alaska, and 
Hawaii, and Puerto Rico. 

This limited warranty does not cover the following: 

1. Products with originai serial numbers that have been removed, altered or cannot be readily determined.

2. Products that have been transferred from its originai owner to another party or removed outside the USA.

3. Rust on the interior or exterior of the unit.

4. Damages due to shipping damage or improper installation.

5. Damages due to misuse or abuse.

6. Service calls, repairs, and labor expenses far any purpose.

7. Content losses and food spoilage due to fai Iure of the unit.

8. Punctures to the evaporation system due to improper defrosting of the unit.

9. Replacement or resetting of house fuses or circuit breakers.

1 O. Fai Iure or defects of this product if used far other purposes than its intended purpose or used other
than in accordance with the provided instructions. 

11. Disposal costs far failed unit not returned to Manufacturer. 

12. Any delivery/installation costs incurred as the result of a unit that fails to perform as specified.

13. Expenses far travel and transportation far product if you are exchanging or returning the unit.

14. Expenses relateci to the removal and re-installation of your unit or far making the unit accessible,
such as removal of trim, cupboards, shelves, etc. or if not installed in accordance with the provided
installation instructions.

15. Damages to the finish of the unit or home incurred during instal lation, inc luding but not limited to f loors,
cabinets, walls, etc.

16. Damages caused by external causes such as abuse, misuse, inadequate power supply, accidents,
fires, or acts of God.

17. Refunds far returned products are limited to the price paid far the unit per the sales receipt.

Disclaimer of lmplied Warranties, Limitation of Remedies and Exclusions: 

EXCEPT FOR THE EXPRESS WARRANTIES SET FORTH HEREIN, MANUFACTURER MAKES NO WARRANTY WHATSOEVER 
(OR THE SHORTEST PERIOD ALLOWED BY LAW) REGARDING THE GOODS, INCLUDING ANY (1) WARRANTY OF 
MERCHANTABILITY; (2) WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE; (3) WARRANTY OF TITLE; OR (4) WARRANTY 
AGAINST INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OF A THIRD PARTY; WHETHER ARISING BY LAW, COURSE 
OF DEALING, COURSE OF PERFORMANCE, USAGE OF TRADE, OR OTHERWISE. BUYER ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IT HAS 
NOT RELIED ON ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY MADE BY MANUFACTURER, OR ANY OTHER PERSON ON 
MANUFACTURER'S BEHALF. REPLACEMENT OF UNIT ANO LISTED PARTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE TERMS HEREIN, 
IS YOUR SOLE ANO EXCLUSIVE REMEDY UNDER THIS LIMITED WARRANTY MANUFACTURER IS NOT LIABLE FOR 
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ANO NO REPRESENTATIVE OR PERSON IS AUTHORIZED TO ASSUME 
FOR MANUFACTURER ANY OTHER LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE SALE OF THIS PRODUCT UNDER NO 
CIRCUMSTANCE IS THE CONSUMER PERMITTED TO RETURN THE UNIT TO MANUFACTURER WITHOUT THE PRIOR 
WRITTEN CONSENT OF MANUFACTURER. 

Customer Service, (toll free: 1-877-394-2979) between the hours of 8:00 am and 4:00 pm EST 
EMAIL: superiore@onpointwarranty.com
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